INFO PACK
for project ,, Youth work - a path to peaceful societies”

13 May 2019 -21 May 2019

Blagoevgrad, Bulgaria

SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT

The training course “Youth work - a path to peaceful societies” will be held in Blagoevgrad,
Bulgaria from 13.05.2019 - 21.05.2019. It will involve 30 youth workers and leaders from the
UK, Italy, Bulgaria, Spain, Greece, Romania, Turkey, Cyprus, Holland and Macedonia .
The need of the project comes from the existing growing tension and violence among smaller
ethnic/migrant groups and the increasing tensions within many EU countries in regard to
nationalism and racism. After extensive analyses on the situations in all the partner countries
and the long-term experience of our partners in the field, together we have developed the
concept of the current project proposal. Chauvinism, racism and discrimination, combined with
violence and threatening acts against minorities raises the need to seek effective strategies to
address the problems of conflict, radicalisation and violence among young people. With the
ongoing refugee crisis in Europe, the level of violence is increasing among all countries,
including the UK.
The project will cover different types of conflicts and in different settings and consequently
ways of transforming conflicts by non-violent actions. The training course will foster
constructive debate on recent conflicts in Europe and cooperation in the youth field. This is
done by promoting non-violent approaches leading to actions on peace-building. Moreover,
young leaders will discuss the significant role of youth participation in grass-root peacebuilding initiatives. By providing an overall understanding of conflict theories and providing
space to analyses concrete conflicts and tensions, participants will increase their competences
for solving conflict in a non-violent way. Therefore, youth workers participating in the training
will gain skills in planning and intervening in these situations with transformation approaches,
by implementing peace building activities and non-violent actions. All the above stated
illustrates the importance of youth work in the areas of peace building, conflict transformation,
human rights education and anti-discrimination.
Main objectives of the project:
• To develop a set of knowledge, skills and competences of youth workers in conflict
transformation and peace-building;
• To equip youth workers with an understanding of non-violence concepts and human rights
education that can be applied to their local communities to prevent conflicts and violent
radicalisation among local youths;
• To motivate participants to advocate for non-violent actions on the local, national and
international levels, and for them to act as multipliers and ambassadors of peace;
• To encourage cooperation between the organisations for further actions on youth
peacebuilding initiatives;
• To promote the European values of intercultural dialogues, peace, anti-discrimination,
diversity, respect of human rights, tolerance and solidarity.

ACOMMODATION

Accomodation and food (breakfast, lunch and dinner) for the duration of the activities will be
covered by the receiving organzation Alternativi International.
All participants will be accomodated in hotel Hotel Kristo, located in Blagoevgrad city center,
Bulgaria at the follwoing address: Varosha district, Blagoevgrad, Bulgaria

VENUE

Blagoevgrad is а city in southwestern Bulgaria, the administrative centre of Blagoevgrad
Municipality and of Blagoevgrad Province. The city is the economic and cultural centre of
southwestern Bulgaria. It is located in the valley of the Struma River at the foot of the Rila
Mountains, 101 kilometres (63 miles) south of Sofia, close to the border with North Macedonia.
Blagoevgrad features a pedestrian downtown with preserved 19th-century architecture and
numerous restaurants, cafés, coffee shops, and boutiques. Blagoevgrad is home to two
universities, the South-West University Neofit Rilski and the American University in Bulgaria.

FOOD AND SPECIAL NEEDS
Alternativi International and Informal group Hidden Voices will provide participants with three meals
per day and two coffee breaks.

•
•

Special needs: Any special food diet must be previously informed to the
organizers. Please, make sure that we know about your special diet.
Extra nights: For those who come earlier (before 13th of May) or/and leave later (after
21st of May), unfortunately the project cannot cover the extra nights and food. If your
flights are earlier or later than the project dates, you will have to find accommodation

for yourself. Of course, you can always contact the organizers to help you in finding a
place to stay. The first provided meal will be the dinner on 13th of May. On 21st of
May, the breakfast will be provided.
NB!!! PLEASE KNOW THAT THE TOTAL DURATION OF THE EXTRA STAY
SHOULD NOT EXTEND 2 DAYS –MEANING ( 1 DAY BEFORE AND 1
AFTER, OR 2 DAYS BEFORE OR 2 DAYS AFTER) Tickets with longer extra
stay will NOT be reimbursement.

ARRIVAL IN VENUE
How to get to BLAGOEVGRAD?
Although there are some different airports, the best option for everybody is to arrive to Sofia or
Thessalonik. There are several buses leaving everyday from Sofia to Blagoevgrad ( the first one is at
07:00am and the last one is at 19:00 and run every half or hour).

You will have to use public transportation to get from Sofia to project venue. For that you will
need small change – 1.60BGN ( approx. 0.80 euro) for subway ticket and 10 BGN ( 5.11 euro)
for bus from Sofia to Blagoevgrad.
If you are arriving at Sofia airport – Terminal 1
Outside of the terminal you will find white mini bus with sign TRANSFER SHUTTLE /or
simply ask any of the stuff where is the free shuttle to Terminal 2/. Once you get in –it will
drive you / about 7 min/ to TERMINAL 2 of SOFIA AIRPORT. From there you can get metro
/ subway /taking the blue line/ - From Sofia airport terminal 2 to station called SERDIKA,
there you have to change with the organge line towards OBELYA OR LOMSKO SHOSE and
you have to get out at the 2nd station which is called CENTRAL RAILWAY STATION. Once
you get out from CENTRAL RAILWAY STATION you will see large blue building with the
sign Central Bus Station. Inside the station you will be able to get the tickets for the bus. Please
check the image below:

If you are arriving at Sofia airport – Terminal 2
Once at Terminal 2 of Sofia airport –please go out of the building turn left and go all the way
down on the road and you will get to the / subway station of Sofia airport/ 2-3 min walk/ . From
there take the blue line/ - From Sofia airport terminal 2 to station called SERDIKA, there you
have to change with the organge line towards OBELYA OR LOMSKO SHOSE and you have
to get out at the 2nd station which is called CENTRAL RAILWAY STATION. Once you get
out from CENTRAL RAILWAY STATION you will see large blue building with the sign
Central Bus Station. Inside the station you will be able to get the tickets for the bus. Please
check the image below:

How to get from Central Bus station to Blagoevgrad
Once you arrive at CENTRAL RAILWAY STATION go out of the station and you will see
large blue building with sign Central Bus Station. Please see the image below:

From there you can buy ticket to Blagoevgrad. The journey will be about 1h 30 min and it will
cost you 10 Bulgarian leva.
From Blagoevgrad bus station to hotel Kristo:
You have two options to get to the hotel.
1) Is to take a taxi which you can find just infront of the main entrance of the Bus station
and will costs you about 4-5 BGN / 2-3 euro / per car. So if you are more people you
can share the costs. In case you decide to take this option please know that taxi service
will not be reimbursed.
2) You can walk to the hotel using google maps which will take you about 30 min

TRAVEL COSTS AND REIMBURSEMENT
Travel costs: Please note that travel costs will be reimbursed on the basis of original tickets, boarding
passes and invoices/receipts for travel. Do not forget to collect and bring all of them. Only
cheapest/economy class travel will be reimbursed and a public transport.
!!! Once the group is selected the leader should contact the organizers for confirmation to
buy tickets. PLEASE DO NOT buy your tickets without having confirmation from the
organizers.
!!!Please know that tickets that are not confirmed may not be reimbursed
As soon as you filled the registration form and your participation is confirmed, you are kindly requested
to submit your travel proposal for validation including detailed information about the name(s) of the
participant(s) envisaged, itinerary (departure, arrival, dates, hours, transport company), type of
transport (flight, bus, train etc.) and the website where you got the offer from:

•

subject: [Travel validation] - Your name - Your country;

•
•

address: office@alternativibg.org
deadline: April 22, 2019

Alternativi International and Informal group “Hidden Voices: are not responsible of
reimbursing tickets without our prior validation.
REIMBURSEMENT
How to provide the needed justifying documents? (Remember! If anything is missing from the list below,
unfortunately we are not able to reimburse the costs). We will try to do cash reimbursement to all
participants only if they can provide electronic versión of all tickets before they depart from Bulgaria.
1.Flight tickets (economic class/low cost if possible) – all the following are needed:
e-ticket (you receive it by e-mail after you buy the flight);
fiscal invoice (ask your travel agency or check on the website where you buy the ticket how can you
get a fiscal invoice). The invoice can be issued on the name of traveler, or on the name of the
organisation you represent;
proof of payment (signed and stamped): can be a receipt from where you buy the tickets, can be a
payment order (if you pay by bank transfer) or can be a bank or an account statement (if you pay by
internet banking);
boarding pass (you get it online and print it at home 24h-30h before the flight or directly in the
airport);
In the exceptional case when the amount on your invoice is different that the amount charged, a
personal declaration will be needed and only the amount charged is subject of reimbursement.

2.Train tickets (make sure the date, the itinerary and the price are visible on the ticket, if you can get
an invoice is even better);
3.Bus tickets (make sure the date, the itinerary and the price are visible on the ticket, if you can get an
invoice it is better);
4.Private car transport and Taxi ( including Bla Bla car, uber and such) – will not be
reimbursed
5.Please note that additional services on your bookings won’t be reimbursed ( priority
boardings , extra leg room in the place, additional luggages and etc)
Important! Try to provide the documents above in English, or Bulgarian. If the documents are written
in other languages we will need a declaration from you to explain the information provided in each
document (in English).

Country

Number of participants

Travel cost limits

Bulgaria

3

0

UK

3

360 euro

Turkey

3

275 euro

Italy

3

275 euro

Spain

3

360 euro

Romania

3

180 euro

Greece

3

180 euro

Cyprus

3

275 euro

Netherlands

3

275 euro

Macedonia

3

180 euro

CONTRIBUTION FEE: Each participant will have to contribute to the project with 20€ as a
participation fee. The fee will contribute for the higher quality of the project and cover the extra costs
for the project such as local trips, cultural events, etc.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION (currency)
Currency: in Bulgaria, we use лв – Bulgarian Leva. 1 EUR is 1.95 lv. You will need them to travel inside
Bulgaria (bus, taxi or whatever you will use to move around it), so make sure you change a little bit when
you arrive at the airport or before coming here. In case you will need to change again, we will help you
out on spot.

PLANNED ACTIVITIES
*The daily schedule will be provided within the next email very shortly
Intercultural nights: For the intercultural evenings, we kindly ask you to prepare interactive
presentation of your country. You can present it
along with your food and drinks, music, traditional
dances, etc. You can do it in the way you think is
more suitable for the group, so be as creative as you
want.
You are more than welcome to bring traditional food
and drinks for this evening. It will not be possible to
cook there in case you want to prepare something for
that night. You can also bring your flag, posters,
postcards, leaflets or any kind of gift you want to give
to the participants in order them to have a picture of
where you come from. Videos or games are also a
good idea to be implemented during that night!

INSURANCE:

Medical insurance: procuring a medical insurance valid during your stay in Bulgaria is your own
responsibility. European Union citizens are entitled to have an European Health Insurance Card (EHIC)
which you can get for free from your health authorities and you can use in Bulgaria and in any other EU
country as well. Anyway, you can also choose a private insurance for the duration of your stay (it should
not cost more than 10 EUR depending on the provider and issuing country). Although it might be not
mandatory to enter Bulgaria, if you choose to not have a health insurance you need to be ready to
cover any medical related cost. We strongly encourage you to get a medical insurance for
your stay!

PARTICIPANT PROFILE:

We are looking for 3 participants per country with the following profile:
-

Youth workers, leaders, coordinator, NGO representative
Youth workers, leaders, coordinator, NGO representative having experience or
knowledge in the field
Be able to communicate in English
All participants must be over 18 years old
All participants must be currently residing in the country they will represent and be able
to prove it if needed with documents

WHAT TO BRING WITH YOU – CHECK LIST







All travel documents;
All material and things that you need for the program (as homework);
Anything you need for the intercultural night( food, drinks, brochures and etc)
Comfortable clothes for the activities outside and inside conference room;
Anything you think you will need during your stay in Bulgaria and of course, GOOD
MOOD!

IN ORDER TO PARTICIPATE IN THE EXCHANGE PLEASE FILL THE APPLICATION
FORM BELOW NOT LATER THAN 20 April 2019 :

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe9pQS74KEg2BVnJ9AxP1qByZ7lZJUdKUO7ikvkrtL
AJAhCnA/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1

PROJECT TEAM :
Liz Bull-Domican, Shamas Khan – Project coordinators
Georgi Kuzmanov – Mobility in Bulgaria coordinator / tel: 00359888122125
Petya Kulina– Mobility in Bulgaria coordinator / tel: 00359895180486

